This paper mainly discusses the following two problems: Problem I. Given A ∈ R n×m , B ∈ R m×m , X 0 ∈ ASR q×q (the set of q × q anti-symmetric matrices), find X ∈ ASR n×n such that
Introduction
The notations in this paper are as follows: R n×m denotes the set of n × m real matrices, OR n×n denotes the set of n × n real orthogonal matrices, ASR n×n denotes the set of n × n anti-symmetric matrices. X( [1 : q] ), rank(X) and X denote the q × q leading principal submatrix, the rank and the Frobenius norm of matrix X, respectively. I k denotes the k × k unit matrix. For matrices A = (a ij ), B = (b ij ) ∈ R n×m , A * B =(a ij b ij ) ∈ R n×m denotes their Hadamard product.
The matrix expansion problem with a certain constraint in a certain set comes from a practical subsystem expansion problem. For some results on it, we refer the readers to [3, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12] . For example, [3, 5] studied the expansion problem of Jacobi matrix and tridiagonal matrix under a spectrum constraint. [9] considered the expansion problem of Jacobi matrix with a prescribed ordered defective eigenpairs constraint. [8, 11, 12] discussed the expansion problem of matrix X with a linear constraint XA = B in the set of real matrices, centro-symmetric matrices and bisymmetric matrices respectively. The solvability conditions, expressions of general solutions and optimal approximation solution are provided in these papers.
A T XA = B is another important linear constraint for matrix X. In fact, as a matrix equation of finding unknown X in a certain set, A T XA = B comes from a practical vibration problem. As for this problem, some results can be found in [1, 2, 6, 10] . However, to the expansion problem of anti-symmetric matrix X with a linear constraint A T XA = B, there is no relative discussion yet. And one purpose of this paper is to study this problem, that is Problem I. Given A ∈ R n×m , B ∈ R m×m , X 0 ∈ ASR q×q , find X ∈ ASR n×n such that
where X( [1 : q] ) is the q × q leading principal submatrix of matrix X.
The problem of finding the nearest matrix to a given matrix in a certain set is called the optimal approximation problem. It is initially proposed in the processes of test or recovery of linear systems due to incomplete dates or revising dates. There are many results about the optimal approximation problem, we refer the readers to [4, [13] [14] [15] etc. And the other purpose of this paper is to solve the relative optimal approximation problem of Problem I, namely Problem II. Given X * ∈ R n×n , findX ∈ S E such that
where S E is the solution set of Problem I.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we provide the solvability conditions of Problem I and its general solution in that case in Section 2. Then we prove that Problem II has an unique solution and get the expression of it in Section 3. In Section 4 we give an algorithm and a numerical example of Problem II. Finally, we make some conclusions in Section 5.
The solution of Problem I
As a preliminary, we state some results about SVD [16] and GSVD [7] . Given A ∈ R n×m , the singular value decomposition of matrix A is
where
where U is defined by (2.1). Then the generalized singular-value decompositions of the matrix pair
where P ∈ OR r×r , Q ∈ OR (n−r)×(n−r) , W ∈ R q×q is a nonsingular real matrix,
The following lemma will be used in this section: 
And in that case, the general solution is
where X 12 ∈ R r×(n−r) , X 22 ∈ ASR (n−r)×(n−r) are arbitrary matrices. 
2), and the GSVD of it has the form (2.3) and (2.4). Let
X = W −1 (X 0 −Ũ 1 −1 V T 1 BV 1 −1Ũ T 1 )W −T = ⎛ ⎜ ⎝X 11X12X13X14 X 21X22X23X24 X 31X32X33X34 X 41X42X43X44 ⎞ ⎟ ⎠ s l t−s−l q−t s l t −s−l q−t ,(2.
5) then Problem I is solvable if and only if
And when (2.6) holds, the general solution of Problem I is
where 
And when (2.8) holds, the general expression of the anti-symmetric solution of matrix equation
where X 12 ∈ R r×(n−r) , X 22 ∈ ASR (n−r)×(n−r) are arbitrary matrices. By using X 0 = X([1 : q]) and substituting (2.2) into (2.9), we havẽ
Substituting (2.3) into (2.10) and notice (2.5), there is
Partitioning matrices P T X 12 Q and Q T X 22 Q into the following form:
and substituting (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.12) into (2.11), we know ⎛
Since X 0 is an anti-symmetric matrix,X is obviously an anti-symmetric matrix too when (2.8) holds. Thus (2.13) holds if and only if
14)
Combining (2.8) with (2.14), the necessary and sufficient conditions under which Problem I is solvable is (2.6). By substituting (2.15) into (2.12) then into (2.9), we know when (2.6) holds, the general solution of Problem I can be expressed as (2.7).
The solution of Problem II
First we introduce some lemmas.
= min has an unique solutionĜ ∈ R m×n which can be expressed asĜ =
= min has an unique solutionĜ ∈ R m×n which can be expressed aŝ 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) > 0, then
has an unique solutionĜ ∈ R n×n which can be expressed asĜ
To prove Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we just need to develop the functions of G into the square polynomials about g ij , then by using the character of G and the differential theory we can obtain the results. Here, we only provide the proof of Lemma 3.2(ii).
Proof. Suppose
Notice that the minimization of f (G) is equivalent to
From that we have
. Therefore, the solution of this minimization problem iŝ
We now claim that the notes we will use next are the same as in Theorem 2.1.
3)
4)
where X * 11 ∈ R r×r , X * 22 ∈ R (n−r)×(n−r) , P T X * 12 Q and P T X * T 21 Q are partitioned according to P T X 12 Q in (2.12), Q T X * 22 Q is partitioned according to Q T X 22 Q. Then Problem II has an unique solution which can be expressed aŝ
Proof. Since matrices A, B, X 0 make Problem I solvable, the solution set S E of Problem I is nonempty. And it can be easily proved to be a closed convex set. Hence Problem II has an unique solutionX ∈ S E . From (2.7), (3.1) and the orthogonal invariance of Frobenius norm, it follows
By (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), X − X * = min is equivalent to
Notice that the last two equations above are equivalent to
So by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we have
. 
Numerical algorithm and an example
Based on the discussions above, a numerical algorithm for solving Problem II is given as follows: (1 
Conclusions
By using the decompositions of matrix(SVD and GSVD), the expansion problem of anti-symmetric matrix X under a linear constraint A T XA = B is solved. Moreover, the optimal approximation solution is also obtained, an algorithm and a numerical example are provided.
